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Environment Awareness is the mechanism used by the robots to perceive changes in its 

environment. This is achieved by deploying dedicated plugins that monitor world events such 

as people appearing on the output of a perception component, or the robot entering a special 

area.

When an event occurs  the component in charge of handling that kind of event is launched. In 

the case of the experiment on the right, the robot was monitoring if it was inside a zone with a 

“room” tag. When the robot  enters that “room” zone, the zone is augmented by other zones: 

the “table” and “bed” zones. This will allow the robot speech recognition component to 

recognize the “table” and “bed” words and drive the robot there. When the robot leaves the 

“room”,  the zone creator component unloads the “bed” and “table” zones from the 

environment.

The environmental knowledge is shared between all the robots, so that they can cooperate on 

tasks.

Environment Awareness

FSG are the least common denominator between a speaking enabled, illiterate, person and a 

computer/device. Therefore by enabling a FSG communications such as speech we are 

maximizing the range of potential users of our system. The FSG layer of components enable a 

user to communicate with any number of any devices, which is just by itself a progress since 

most robotics research that involves speech just uses the input to position the robots.

Interaction based on FSG

The selection of task context can be optional if we wish to work with only one task context 

(one robot), in this case there is no need to specify the strings to select and reset the 

contexts. Support for multi-casting the commands to multiple robots is done using the words 

“ALL” or adding together the ids of components using the conjunction “AND” word. The 

“SELECT” and “IGNORE” words are exclusive to the context selector, i.e. words that cannot be 

used in the tasks context if the context selector component is in use.

The task context component holds a list of strings that are the prefix of command phrases. A 

prefix of a command phrase C = t1...tn is a phrase P = t1...tm, where m<n. When the 

incoming prefixes matches a prefix registered to a component, the whole command is 

delivered to that component. As example of this, the navigation component has the “GO TO”, 

“TURN”, “STOP” prefixes registered. Normally commands to robots are given in the form of 

verbs, but because we do not want to limit the way the system works FSG can have any form 

of syntax.

Speech Contexts are dynamic, in the sense that other components can at any time register 

their prefixes. External components can check the list of registered prefixes and components 

to avoid conflicts that could result in future hazards.

The interpretation of the meaning of FSG is only done in the task components. One advantage 

of postponing the interpretation of utterances to the task components is avoiding the 

interpretation of phrases representing quantities by components that do not make use of 

them. 

Command multi-casting and task contexts

This layer contains the components 

that describe what the robot is 

perceiving and enable the robot to act 

on the environment. There are two 

event layers, one for situational 

events, and another for spatial events. 

The situational events are related to 

changes in the world states that are 

related to the perception of the robots, 

such as a new “person” appearing in 

the FOV of the robot. Spatial events 

are related to the distances between 

spatial entities, such as distance from 

the robot to a door, or if the robot is 

inside some space.

The states of the cognitive layer can be 

modified either by perception 

algorithms that process data from 

sensors to discover new entities or 

directly from the user input.

Cognitive Layer
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User Commands

01  SELECT WAITRESS
02  DELIVER PIZZA FROM 
       KITCHEN TO WHEELCHAIR
03  SELECT WHEELCHAIR
04  GO MY ROOM
05  IGNORE
06  STOP
07  GO HALL
08  TURN RIGHT
09  AWAKE
10  GO TABLE
11  GO LOUNGE
12  SELECT WAITRESS 
       AND WHEELCHAIR
13  GO ROOM

events 1  2 events 3  9

events 10  11

events 12 13

Task Context of Robot $id

TURN Navigation $DIRECTION
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DELIVER
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$WHAT FROM $WHERE TO $WHO
FOR $TIME MINUTES,...

...... ...

GO Navigation $WHERE

Services:
 Add / remove pairs of command prefixes and components
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Services:
 Add / remove pairs of command prefixes and components

Cognitive layer common to all robots

Scheduler
Services:
 Edit message, delivery date
 RECORD #SET
 PLAY $SET

KeyboardSpeech

Text to XML conversion

Context selector ( optional component )

Possible FSG XML inputs:
 SELECT [ $CONTEXT [AND $CONTEXT]* ] | [ALL]
 IGNORE
 AWAKE

Channels input to the selects context(s)

Task context of $robot

TURN Navigation $DIRECTION
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DELIVER
BAKE
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Services:
 Add / remove pairs of command prefixes and components

Mobile robot: WAITRESS Mobile robot: WHEELCHAIR

Player Proxies:
 Fiducial ( to identify items )
 Gripper ( for grabbing items )
 Position
 Planner
 Laser

Player Proxies:
 Position
 Planner
 Laser

Event layer

Spatial awareness

Services:
 Is near/inside $zone or 
$Object3D ?
  then notify subscribers
 Add/remove pairs of 
Object3D and 
zones/Object3D to monitorize

Situational awareness

Services:
 Monitor Manager of tags for 
addition/removal of tags to 
$Object3D and message 
subscribers of that event
 Add/remove tag 
notifications

Descriptive layer

Manager of zones

Data:
 Poligonal Zones with tags
Services:
 Is inside $zone ?
 Get Center of $zone
 Add/remove $zone

Manager of tags

Data:
 Object3Ds and their tags
Services:
 tag Object3D
 notify of addiction/removal 
of tags to subscribers

Examples of robot tasks and behaviors

Grab and deliver

Services:
 go to $zone, identify and grab 
$item, deliver it to $Object3D

Augmented navigation

Services:
 navigate the robot
 augment zones

FSG based interaction

Graphical User Interface

Robot world and Player proxies 

This layer contains the components 

that enable user input to one or more 

devices/robots. Input is done using 

finite state grammars, that can be 

made of inputs from speech 

recognition, keyboard text or user 

scripts. It is possible to specify to 

which robots (if any) the FSG 

commands will be multicast to.

Robots have a dynamic list of tasks 

that they can perform. Commands are 

then delivered to the the component 

that handles that task if the FSG prefix 

matches the task prefix.  This list of 

tasks can be modified at runtime for 

coping with dynamic environments. An 

example of this is the robot entering a 

elevator environment and the “FLOOR 

$NUMBER” command becomes 

available.

Interaction Layer

This layer contains the components that connect with Player (robot sensor software) and with 

the Stage (a 2d multi-robot simulator) software. Player enables our software to access out-of-

the-box many robotics sensors, actuators and mobile robotics algorithms such as path 

planning. The stage simulator makes it easy to plan experiments and try algorithms without 

access to the physical robots and with a large interactive environment. By using these 

software our experiments can be reproduced by researchers worldwide.

Robot world and Player Proxies

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E) (F)

Robot tasks can be programmed into a single component or they can be distributed along 

many components. Augmented navigation is the task of the robot wandering in the 

environment and new topological spaces appear in function of the robot current position, 

i.e. in the user “room” a space “table” and “bed” is made available. Another task is the 

“grab and deliver”; that task component communicates with other components - like 

spatial awareness, the gripper, and the robot navigation - in order to accomplish the grab 

and delivery task.

Robot tasks and behaviors
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